Alipi – A Re-narration Web
Internet accessibility for even the non-literate

Mural Annotation
with IIACD and MOWL group at IIT Delhi

Follow the Sheep
Socionity, with the CEH group at IIIT Hyderabad

PoP – Principles of Programming 2.0
with Venkatesh Choppella of IIIT Hyderabad

Pantoto Communities
Community Managed Community Knowledge

WeFlow – work flow for human-computation needs
with Bogazici University, Turkey

Sweet Web
A Web of Semantic “tweets”

Indian Digital Heritage Knowledge Bank
A DST project with NIAS, IIACD and 25 others

Community Radio and Digital Media Rights
with Maraa – a media arts collective

vijayanagara.in
Museums and Manuscripts - iiacd.org/lepakshi
Intangible Hampi – Chaluvaraju, Kannada University
Memorialization and Commemoration – Annapurna, ART
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